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Like the population at large, the historical profession
approaches new information technologies with mixed emotions.
Differences of resources, temperament, and generation create

both determined resistance and eager acceptance as well as
widespread ambivalence. While it is increasingly unusual for
people working in history to resist the obvious benefits of the
Internet and e-mail, it is even more unusual for Internet users to

pursue the full implications and possibilities of the new
technology. The great majority of us take a few things from the

menu of possibilities and leave the rest untouched.

Libraries, historical societies, universities, and various collaborations

has grown into H-Net (www2.h-

HyperCard stacks. The most elegant

have created digital archives that offer

netmsu.edu)- a large, active, differentiated, participatory, and convenient

manifestation of this genre is Who
Built America?, a textbook on CD-

new flexibility for research and explo-

network of historians from across the

ROM with documents, film, audio

ration. As rapid as the changes have
been, however, the actual writing of
history has remained virtually
unchanged. New technology has not

spectrum talking to one another about

clips, and searching capabilities.

our common passion. H-Net in many
ways resembles a perpetual annual

Such multi-media combinations offer

conference, with everything from pie-

tantalizing possibilities that will proliferate as the Web becomes ever more

affected the books and articles that

hospitable to complex
uses of images and

form the foundation of historical

sounds.

inquiry. Discussions over the effect of
electronic media on writing have

Digital archives
stand as yet another

bypassed the historical profession
almost entirely. The irony is that history may be better suited to digital

manifestation of new

thinking. Teams of

technology than any other humanistic
discipline. Changes in our field, far

historians and allies

removed from anything to do with

array of projects in
the histories of

are building a wide

computers, have helped create a situation in history where the advantages
of computers can seem appealing, and
perhaps even necessary. At the same
time, changes in information technology, far removed from any considera-

tion of its possible uses for our

discipline, have made it possible for
us to think of new ways to approach
the past. The new technologies seem
tailor-made for history, a match for the

growing bulk and complexity of our

ever more self-conscious practice.
Computers' healthiest influence in
history thus far has been the deepening and broadening of professional
conversation. Early in the Internet's
development, in the days before the
Web, historians used discussion lists
to post questions, offer interpreta-

tions, and solicit advice. That impulse

Africa, Asia,

Australia, Europe,
America, and the
rest of the world;

PUBLIC RECORDS

along with the study

One of the links for Valley of the Shadow Web site. This link
takes users to scanned images of public records from the
communities. Image courtesy of the author.

of religion, art, war,

and slavery. These
projects, displaying
collections of numer-

ical data, texts, images, maps, and
nary speeches to intense private consounds, create capacious spaces in
versations. The technology,
which
users make connections and
self-consciously simple and straightforward, works very well.

discoveries for themselves. Such

archives take advantage of the mass,
Other historians have been experimenting with the new media not so
multiplicity, speed, reiteration, reflexmuch to augment traditional scholarivity, and precision offered by computship as to change it in fundamentalers. These archives seem certain to
proliferate in the near future.
ways. The earliest manifestations of

digital history began in hypermediaEnhanced teaching, professional
in the 1980s in amplified books, and
community building, experiments in
hypermedia, and impressive digital
archives have already emerged from
the first decade of historians, exposure to the new media. What has not

yet been demonstrated is that historians can create forms of narrative and

analysis that adequately exploit the
possibilities offered by these developments. Digital archives create

apparent problems as well as opportunities. Everyone knows the past
was wonderfully complex, but seeing
the complexity of even a small slice
of the past held in suspension before
us in a digital archive can be discomfiting. In conventional practice, historians obscure choices and

compromises as we winnow evidence through finer and finer grids
of note-taking, narrative, and analy-
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sis, as the abstracted patterns take on

and temptations toward narratives

a fixity of their own. A digital archive,

that try to keep more facets of experi-

need not be postmodern flight into

on the other hand, reminds us of the

chaos, but rather a more satisfying

would claim that the interpretations
we present embrace more than a

ence and perception in play. We
might be able to imagine ways to present history that let us deal more
effectively with multiple sequences,
multiple voices, multiple outcomes,
multiple implications. Historians have
special reason to try such techniques. As Robert Coover, novelist
and theorist of the new media, has
pointed out, "there is a tension in narrative, as in life, between the sensa-

fraction of the complexity of the past.

tion of time as a linear experience,

Historians generally neglect or reject
more complex narrative forms, even

one thing following sequentially

connections we are not making, of the
complications of the past, every time
we look at it

Historians have long worked to
convey complexity with words on
paper. The footnote, the index, and

the appendix augment and extend
our narratives. But no historian

than in our current practice. This

engagement with the complexity that
we know characterized the past
Digital history could be both a catalyst and a tool in the creation of a
more literary kind of history.

Encouragement and enabling of
interpretations of this kind would

alone be worthy products of digital

archives, but those archives engender
even more bracing prospects.
Historians might also write true
hypertextual narrative, dynamically
interlinked text on an

those that have become common-

electronic screen.

place in other media. Film and television train us at early ages how to

Such a medium
would offer new

weave strands of narrative out of

ways of making

carefully constructed confusion and
to take pleasure in that weaving.
People who watch such media quickly learn how to deal with unexplained
lapses of time, flashbacks, and overlapping narratives. Viewers know
how to infer things happening at the
same time in different places.
In fiction, the more complex the

arguments and associations, of arraying
evidence and docu-

menting our assertions. It would offer

layered or branching or interweaving
narratives, or deep
and dynamic annota-

narrative form the more it is esteemed

by serious readers. The richly layered
textures of William Faulkner's

Absalom , Absalom!, for example,

evoke the way we make history out of
memory, document, and supposition.
Quentin works with Shreve to follow
trails of association in that cold New
England dormitory room, tracing
back over the stories to see where

they might branch into other stories,

where they might connect, or what

the lack of connection might mean.
We get the same satisfaction from

Laurence Sterne; James Joyce, or Toni
Morrison: the same sense of participating in the making of a story.

Relatively few historians have
adopted these narrative means, biit

Letters and diaries, such as this letter from Maria Perkins, a
slave, to her husband Richard Pérkins, are included on the
Web site. Image courtesy of the author.

(causally or not) upon another, and
time as a patterning of interrelated
experiences reflected upon as though
it had a geography and could be
mapped." Time and space are incapable of occupying the same narrative at the same time. As anyone who
has tried to present history knows,
historians either have to hold our

temporal breath while we look
around or ignore the changing social
landscape as we push ahead in time.
Historians might begin to take
advantage of the new media, then, by

the exceptions have been prominent
and often successful. Simon Schama,
John Demos, Robert Rosenstone, and

trying to imagine forms of narrative

James Goodman, among others, have

that convey the complexity we see in

attracted considerable attention with

the digital archives, perhaps emulat-

innovative narratives. Could it be that

ing writers of fiction in this regard

digital archives might move us

even as we maintain our rigorous

toward more complex, more literary,
forms of narrative? The possibilities
and obvious complications of those

fidelity to the evidence. We might try

digital archives may create pressures

presenting history in more self-con-

scious ways, using multiple points of
view, chronologies, and voices, more

tion and indexing. It
would permit us to
embed narratives in
shared networks of
communication so

that references, con-

nections, and commentaries could grow and change. It
would hold out new aesthetics of historical narrative.

When we imagine such hypertext
we need to forget much of what we
have seen of "hypertext" on the World
Wide Web. Though it has created an
astounding global network in just a
few years, the Web's language of
hypertext markup language, or
HTML, is limited to the simplest kind
of linking. It has led people to assume
that the current limitations of inter-

linked text and images are the intrin-

sic properties of electronic text, just as
people imagine that we will always
have to read such texts on enormous
boxes fixed to our desks. But HTML

is already being replaced by a more
fluent language - XML, or extensible
markup language - that will provide a
richer environment in which to work.

In that language and the successors
AUTUMN2001 7

soon to follow, hypertext will be abletory and a threat to standard practice.
once only imagined before the Web:
to make simultaneous links among
A major goal of mature hypertextucompletely indexed newspapers, with
many elements, branching into multial history will be to embody complexithe original readable on the screen;
ple possibilities, and thus become
ty as well as describe it The historian
completely searchable letters and
more truly hypertextual. The physical
who writes such texts will obviously diaries by the thousands; interactive
components, the machines and the have to think along several axes,
maps with all property holders identified and linked to other records.
networks that will make it appealing offering
to
coherent narratives and
read such texts in a sustained way, are
coherent analyses on several levels Manipulable histograms, maps, and
improving at a remarkable rate. Light,
before creating elaborate links and time lines promise a social history
portable, and precise reading surfaces
the text that accompany them. Such that is simultaneously sophisticated
and accessible. We
are likely to be here by the time we
have what earlier
can create much history worth readsocial science histo-

ing in this new way.

rians dreamed of: a

But what might a hypertextual history look like? At its simplest level,

possible now even in HTML, it could
weave text and source together more
tightly. It could use images or maps as
organizing structures, as portals into
the narrative, rather than merely as
illustrations. It could connect readers

fast and widely
accessible network

linked to cheap and
powerful computers
running common
software with wellestablished stan-

to relevant parts of the analysis from

dards for the

different directions with different pur-

handling of num-

poses. It would suggest how a single

bers, texts, and

event ramified into multiple realms, or
how various strands of causation cul-

bilities for collabora-

minated in a particular event A recent

tion and cumulative

collection of experiments in hypertext

research beckon.

sponsored by the American Quarterly
has shown that such things can be
built right now. The Web Site
çhnmtgmutçdu/aq/indçxrhtml illustrates the tantalizing possibilities of Who Built America? by Roy Rosenzweig, Steve Brier, and Josh is
the new media even in this era of

a CD-ROM multimedia history of the United States from
1876 to 1914.

crude tools; the essays written in
response represent the anxieties such
experiments present to our notions of
argument, evaluation, and closure.

images. New possi-

Hypertext, hyper-

media, and a
renewed social sci-

ence history might
converge. In literary
studies and art histo-

ry, practitioners are

for presenting history is the work

devising ever more
sophisticated tools
to explore texts and
images. They are
finding patterns and

done by the Virginia Center for

connections invisible

Digital History (VCDH). The award-

in traditional tech-

Another example of the new media

niques, establishing
Shadow www.vcdh.virginia.edu by The banner for the Valley of the Shadow Web site.
standards that perImage courtesy of the author.
mit them to build
VCDH is a hypermedia archive of two
communities during the Civil War.
large-scale and
Other projects have taken off after work will be challenging, to say the cumulative projects. They are collabothe success of Shadow , including:
least, and it will not offer precisely the
rating with programmers and librariVirtual Jamestown; Race and Place: same pleasures we find in the stories
ans to develop powerful new tools.
Intellectual and cultural historians
An African-American Community in and analyses of current book technolthe Jim Crow South; The Ground
ogy. But it could offer pleasures of its
could easily find common cause with
Beneath Our Feet: Virginia's Historyown, pleasures of sophisticated and such colleagues.
Since the Civil War; the
comprehensive understanding, even Even these visions of advanced litCorrespondence ofDolley Madison ; of aesthetic intricacy.
erary hypertext or social science hisand the History of the University of
Searchable databases now permit tory do not exhaust the truly
Virginia . As these examples demon-researchers to maintain the identities revolutionary characteristics of the
strate, hypertextual history is both aof individuals in databases and to repnew media. Theorists find exciting
culmination of a long-held desire to resent entire populations. Moreover, possibilities in active participation
present a more multidimensional histhe record can now include things within narratives, in immersion. Janet
winning project The Valley of the
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Murray and Espen J. Aarseth extrapolate from the most sophisticated
current forms of digital storytelling,
particularly games, to imagine new
forms of participatory literature.
Such works would take full advantage
of the exponential growth in computing power to create new realms for
imaginative connection. Murray
argues that "as digital narrative
develops into maturity, the associational wildernesses will acquire more

such worlds already exist in historical
reenactment. There is no reason that

computers could not one day create

come. It does not intrinsically
degrade education and scholarship
nor does it necessarily improve them.

virtual worlds that are even more sat-

Everything depends on the decisions

isfying in some dimensions than
these analog simulations.
Will participation in such simula-

we make. We can decide to encour-

tions constitute "doing history"?
Better, most academic historians

our selection committees and tenure

would argue, to have a partial connec-

age the collaboration and risk-taking
necessary for digital history through

decisions, through our program committees and editorial policies. We can

coherence and the combat games
will give way to the portrayal of more

complex processes. Participating
viewers will assume clearer roles;
they will learn how to become orienteers in the complex labyrinths and
to see the interpretive shaping in simulated worlds."

Murray and Aarseth show how digital narratives are replicating the
processes by which earlier new narrative forms - theater, novels, and
films - developed. "Eventually all successful story-telling technologies
become 'transparent': we lose consciousness of the medium and see
neither print nor film but only the

power of the story itself," Murray

One of the links for Valley of the Shadow Web site. This brings users to scanned images of
newspapers from the two communities. Image courtesy of the author.

points out. "If digital art reaches the

tion with real people in the past, medi-

same level of expressiveness as these
older media, we will no longer con-

ated through records and artifacts,
than a fuller but inherently misleading
connection with simulated people of
the past Perhaps, however, a computer simulation of the past could bridge
those extremes, building its presenta-

cern ourselves with how we are

receiving the information. We will
only think about what truth it has told
us about our lives." Aarseth goes

even farther: 'To achieve interesting
and worthwhile computer-generated
literature, it is necessary to dispose of
the poetics of narrative literature and
to use the computer's potential for

champion the new connections
between professors and secondary
teachers, between teachers and students, and between historians and
readers already encouraged by the
new media.

The invention, development, and

no simulation using live actors could

spread of new media are the most profound historical changes of the last
decade, and those changes show

produce. Perhaps, in fact, such presentations of the past would be espe-

need to understand the new media

tion of lost worlds with a rigorous
fidelity to the evidentiary record that

every sign of accelerating. Historians

combination and world simulation in

cially suitable places for the sort of

and its implications as fully as possible

order to develop new genres that can

participatory narrative genre Murray
and Aarseth envision.

for both defensive and hopeful reasons. We need to resist the dilution

be valued and used on their own

terms." For this to come about, we

Only historians can decide whether

and distortion of historical knowledge

need to create simulated worlds

history will participate in the intoxi-

brought by the erosion of our authori-

"interesting enough to make real peo-

cating possibilities of a true hypertextual history, of a reconstituted social
science history, of an entirely new

ty in a widely dispersed new medium.
The best way to wage that resistance
is to seize for ourselves the opportunities the medium offers, opportunities

ple want to spend time and creative
energy there."
It is easy to imagine such "worlds"
set in past time, even as many simulations and games of today are set in
historical situations. But would such
simulations be "history"? We can perhaps imagine simulated worlds that
are accurate in their scale, their clothing and building styles, their lan-

guage and their food. To some extent,

kind of immersive history. Only we
can decide if we want to make use of

any of the tools that are being created
for purposes far from our own current

to touch the past, present, and future

in new ways.

practice. There is nothing in the

Ed Ayers is the Dean of the College and

machinery itself that will cause any of

Graduate School of Arts and Sciences,

this to happen. Despite much cheerleading and nay-saying, digital media
does not produce any particular out-

tive director of the Virginia Center for

University ofVirginia and former execu-

Digital History.
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